
MICRO AND MACRO ENVIRONMENT OF SAMSUNG

3. EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS OF SAMSUNG. This section will focus on the Macro environment of
Samsung and I will explain how.

After a successful years the company were franchised in but in the were brought back and launched
internationally, first branch in Ireland. For instance, injunction by the Apple Inc. This company does not only
produce coca cola and other products but it also acts as a manufacturer, retailer, and marketer of the products
manufactured. However, in the current economic setting micro creditor often provide temporary solutions for
customer with limited monetary resource in order to satisfy their needs or wants. Pollution and scarcity of
natural resource or raw material is a familiar issue for all manufacturing plant even since the era of industrial
revolution in the Europe. However, in the current economic setting micro creditor often provide temporary
solutions for customer with limited monetary resource in order to satisfy their needs or wants. The stats show
that there is an addition attractive force to the engineering which has become the primary agencies of
communicating. The challenge is that many people do non cognize how to utilize Samsung merchandises in a
proper manner particularly these new tablet phones. However there are steps that can be taken to overcome the
decrease in demand due to the economics aspect. Industry Leaderships Industry leaders are trade names,
merchandises or companies that have power in the industry. Being the largest vendor of smart phones in the
world and home appliances in Asia, keeping up with the latest technology in order to lower production cost or
to stay ahead in market with a technologically latest product is Samsung Electronics operating strategy. The
economics aspect of macro environment affects almost all organisations as this aspect determines the buying
power of consumer and whether they are able to fulfil their desire for material goods. Specifically in German
Samsung was forced to retreat its Galaxy tablet. However, a meticulous market study and customer need study
should be carried out in order to ensure that the innovation introduced to market is in line with the demand and
trend or fashion of consumer. Any changes in the economics related to electronics goods shall effect this
organisation; therefore it is very important for their team of decision maker to recognise these elements of
macro environment. Besides, there are many instalment plans available which can be used to finance the
purchase of products offered by Samsung Electronics. Porter of Harvard Business School in  Keeping up with
the latest technologies in the market, be it in term of production or consumer use, is always a daunting task.
Samsung besides happens to be its ain provider for natural stuffs and they design for themselves. The
marketing course is ideal for individuals looking to build practical skills in operational marketing management
and broaden their strategic perspective. For , they have forecasted an estimation of volumes they anticipating
to recycle this twelvemonth. Samsung Electronics manufactures and markets its product in various countries
across the globe, including the Asia as well as Europe and United States. Samsung Electronics manufactures
and markets its product in various countries across the globe, including the Asia as well as Europe and United
States. In the recent years, political and legal issues have been affecting Samsung Electronics in marketing its
products, especially the smart phone families. Apple and Nokia they are in a procedure of meeting, that could
be a menace to Samsung because Nokia has built its trade name already exceptional in Africa, which is Nokia
can merely take its clients In Australia, Google Nexus 7 have a market king of beasts portion which make
Samsung straggle to perforate the market swimmingly because Australia does non see large difference
Samsung tablets and Nexus 7 Sony has let go of a new tablet which has about the same characteristic which
Apple and Samsung have. Besides, there is always alternative to replace the need of using raw materials that is
scare. Samsung Electronics may come up with an instalment payment plan for its appliance which are
marketed at country with lower per capita income. The natural element of macro environment is perhaps one
of the most important aspects due to the many laws as well as regulation being enacted recently regarding the
environment. Their design are attractive and fashionable at the consequence their gross revenues are traveling
in high volumes 2. Besides, Samsung Electronics is taking every measure In order to have its plants being
certified as green and not harmful to the environment. This will rank the organisation rivals harmonizing their
service offering.


